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About
the Saskatchewan
Orchestral Association
FOR OVER 35 YEARS, THE SOA HAS CONTRIBUTED TO THE
CULTURAL FABRIC OF SASKATCHEWAN
In the early 1980’s, access to provincial cultural funding was not available to amateur orchestral
activities for both new and experienced musicians. It was recommended to those who sought
Provincial Trust monies for orchestras that a provincial organization be formed. Thus, the
Saskatchewan Orchestral Association was incorporated in November of 1985.
Since then, the organization has grown to support and encompass virtually all orchestral groups
and activities in the province, both amateur and professional. In 1992, an agreement was signed
making SOA the provincial arm of the Association of Canadian Orchestras (now Orchestras
Canada).
The programs and services developed and delivered by the SOA are designed for the following
purposes:
* To provide lifelong opportunities for community-based orchestral activities.
* To facilitate performance and teaching opportunities for string professionals to make a living
in Saskatchewan, so that string programs can be sustained throughout the province.
* To provide opportunities for all children to participate in orchestral music, recognizing that it
offers great potential for personal development.
The primary means used by the SOA to achieve these outcomes are:
* Funding support to workshops.
* Funding support to member group activity.
* Funding support to individual musical growth and development.
* Sponsorships and collaborative projects with partner organizations having similar goals.


Our mission is to foster, support, and represent string and orchestral activities through advocacy,
resource sharing and providing opportunities for learning and growth.
Our vision is an enhanced quality of life in Saskatchewan from stimulating a thriving orchestral
community.
We perform our Mission and pursue our Vision with behaviours that demonstrate the following
defining values:
Integrity – showing fairness and transparency; accepting accountability and managing our affairs
according to the highest principles.
Flexibility – being responsive to the needs of members, innovative in our approaches, and sensitive to
the application of rules and policies in ways that recognize unique community settings.
Openness – providing a welcoming environment that encourages new participants and demonstrates
support for diversity.

2021 Board of Directors
President: Adrian Casas
Vice-President: Marshall Whelan
Secretary: James Winkel
Treasurer: Ken McCaw
Past President: Jennifer Peak
Director: Erin Foreman
Director: Brent Gelsinger
Director: Rebecca Hankins-Vopni
Director: Doug Hilderman
Director: Nicole Lasko
Director: Barb Levorson
Director: John Payzant
Staff: Executive Director, Elaine Kaloustian

President’s
Report
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to create challenges for our members, the
Saskatchewan Orchestral Association remains firm in supporting the growth of
the orchestral community in the province. Through many challenges, our member
groups remained resilient, adapting and reinventing their programs to keep their
communities involved. Online video rehearsals and online concerts continue to be
the main vehicles for our member groups to maintain a level of engagement with
their participants and their audiences.
As orchestral music programs persevere, hybrid in-person-online formats allow
our partner organizations to incorporate a level of normalcy for their activities.
However, incumbent challenges continue to arise. Stringent sanitary protocols
such as distancing, cleaning, and room capacities add a layer of operational and
budgetary demands for our member groups. In some instances, member groups
that moved back to in-person format had to resort to venues with larger capacity,
adding a significant increase in their operational cost and putting the organization
at risk.
Some organizations replaced their regular ticketed events with free online performances, reducing their capacity to
create revenue. Through the guidance of our Executive Director and Board of Directors, the SOA provided emergency
funds and other streams of support that enabled many of our member groups to continue full programming.
Online collaborations remain the main medium to continue our operations. SOA Board members participated in a
variety of committees to help restructure policies and programming. The capacity to meet online allows us to respond
rapidly to the needs of our members.
Through our commitment to organize, foster, and promote the development and advancement of orchestral and string
music in the province, we are proud to support quality education, performance, and outreach to many Saskatchewan
communities. I am excited to be part of an organization that as it moves forward will continue to support new and
existing programs throughout Saskatchewan.
I would like to express my gratitude to our board of directors. Their expertise and leadership have been essential to
guiding our organization through the many changes we have seen since the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our
Executive Director, Elaine Kaloustian, has supported the growth and expansion of our organization and has been
crucial in executing the mission and values of the SOA.
As always, we appreciate the continuing support of Sask Lotteries in partnership with SaskCulture, who assist our
organization to continually support orchestral programming throughout Saskatchewan.

Sincerely,
Adrian Casas, SOA President

A Word from our
Executive Director
Here we are at the end of yet another interesting year. Once
again, we watched in awe as so many orchestral organizations
continued to rise to the challenge of delivering flexible
programming, while adhering to ever changing safety
protocols.
In 2021 information taken from our research year started to
materialize in programs and services. In February 2021, a soft
launch of the new SOA webpage was announced. The
webpage provides current events and links to member sites,
and membership applications. A public information page
houses annual reports and information about the organization.
Password protected libraries were developed in late 2021 for
board member and SOA members. The libraries provide the
board with easy access to orientation and governance
documents, partner organizations, strategies, and
communications tactics. SOA members now have access to
member-only benefits, such as professional development
opportunities. In September 2021 all funding applications
were moved to an online interface to streamline the
application and adjudication process.
Through the work of committees, our board continued to
support the growth of the SOA. A programming committee
evaluated the direction our organization is taking in programs
that we organize, fund and sponsor. Through our orientation
committee, new board members can be immediately brought up to speed.
The COVID 19 pandemic will not diminish our commitment to diversity and inclusion. Our
programming committee provided framework that resulted in community involvement with new
projects. We are pleased to have built a relationship with stakeholders connected to northern
and fiddle programming, with an end goal of supporting the development of permanent
programming in underserved communities.
Recouped funds in 2021 resulted in a surplus that allowed us to invest in new programming and
member training that will benefit the organization and its membership for years to come.
I am grateful to the SOA Board of directors for their flexibility and understanding that continues
to accommodate the many changes that took place since the advent of COVID-19. I am so
proud to be connected to so many people who have worked hard to keep string programs alive.
Sincerely,
Elaine Kaloustian, SOA Executive Director

Programs
and Services
Funding Programs
•
•
•
•
•

Operating ‘A’& ‘B’ grants
Project ‘A’ & ‘B’ grants, subject to Independent Assessment
Professional Development grants
Bursary program
Scholarships program for string competitors at designated regional
music festivals

SOA Programs, Collaborative Projects and Sponsorships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Arts Mentorship Program (introduced in 2021)
Model Fiddle Teacher Programming (introduced in 2021)
Saskatchewan Music Conference Sponsorship
2021 SOA International Conducting Workshop
Regina Summer Strings
Member library via new web page (introduced in 2021)
SOA funded training opportunities (introduced in 2021)

Organizational
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation of Strategic Plan
Implementation of Communications and Diversity Plan action items
Approval of Governance Policies
Annual General Meeting and regular Board meetings
Updated web interface
Ongoing membership and social media communication
Updated application process with a move to online forms
Board professional development programs
Development year for new programs and partnerships, new northern
initiatives and expansion in to undeserved communities

Communications
Objectives

The SOA Communications/Diversity Plan is a living document that will continue to change
in a way that fulfills the goals of the organization's mission, vision and values. It is a method
of implementing the Strategic Plan and is crucial for successful roll-out and sustainability.
The commitment of the SOA is to serve a diverse membership in a way that is meaningful
to each member and member group and where member groups will engage with each
other. This will be achieved through communications tactics that yield measurable results
through either uptake or participation.
The overarching objectives are:
• To provide leadership opportunities in smaller communities including First Nations.
• To offer opportunities for people to experience traditional and contemporary cultural
expressions, experiences and activities.
• To communicate the importance of recognizing orchestral music as a unique discipline
where built-in funding systems are not readily available unlike school music programs
with salaried teachers. To expand access to orchestral music to new and more diverse
populations through advocacy, resource sharing, and providing opportunities for
continuous growth.
• To provide mentorship and resources to build capacity in new
communities, remote and First Nations communities and with
newcomer groups where orchestral education is currently
inaccessible.
• To expand educational opportunities in remote communities where
access to orchestral activities are not present due to location, and
socio-economic circumstances.
• To continually adapt process and practice to the needs of diverse
members.
• To maintain strong relationships with members through board
member liaisons and SOA engagement with member events.
• To purposely engage with social media audiences.
• To use metrics to monitor the success of communications tactics
and to re-evaluate and re-plan as needed.

Diversity
Objectives
Diversity relates to the inclusion of different types of people in a group. All have layers of diversity which
make their perspective unique. Inclusion involves and values human differences and views such differences
as strengths. The SOA believes that orchestras are for everybody. The everyday activities of the
organization reflect the values of diversity and inclusiveness and send messages to the population that
accepting, respecting and valuing individual differences is a benefit to everyone. Working with a living,
breathing organization means that those who influence the direction of the organization must be alert to
change, and flexible to obstacles that need navigating.
The SOA values Diversity and inclusion by:
• Accepting, respecting, and valuing individual differences.
• Engaging diverse populations and creating inclusive communities.
• Capitalizing on the diverse backgrounds and experiences of our staff and community members.
• Taking advantage of sharing educational opportunities between members from a variety of diverse
backgrounds.
• Identifying, addressing, and removing barriers in processes, policies, plans, practices, programs and
services.
• Facilitating opportunities that result in effective and meaningful participation.
• Creating ideas and solutions built upon a range of perspectives.
The SOA values an organizational Culture in which:
• People are treated with dignity, respect, and fairness.
• Harassment and discrimination are not tolerated.
• Individuals are encouraged to act and be creative when resolving problems.
• Self-awareness and personal accountability are expected.
The SOA provides an environment where participants feel they can engage safely by:
• Seeking and supporting instruction that is relevant to the local character of the community.
• Enlisting the support of local mentors to increase trust and engagement.
• Providing opportunities for newcomers to become active in local groups.
The SOA engages communities by sharing the orchestral experience by:
• Offering presentations that outline a diverse definition of orchestras to school board meetings, First
Nations band meetings, local cultural organizations, social services, and local groups. This is clarified
through information packages that explain the SOA and its strategic goals.
• Highlighting the importance of music education, and the benefits of learning a stringed instrument in
communities where orchestral music is not readily available.
• Publicizing a clear definition of an “orchestra”
• Developing materials showing orchestras in different lights tailored to a variety of audiences and
including diverse content.
• Providing resources that define orchestral activities in a variety of cultures.
• Creating a real-time connection with orchestral players of a different skill level in a different
geographical location using technology.
• Promoting the work of members or non-members who are taking on new projects in new communities
where access is limited, increasing engagement by presenting ideas that are low or no cost.

The SOA formally adopted Orchestras Canada’s Inclusion,
Diversity, Equity and Accessibility (IDEA) Declaration as
part of their diversity strategy: Reference: https://oc.ca/
en/resource/inclusion-diversity-equity-and-accessibilityidea-declaration/

Board Activities

Committee Work
While many programs didn’t run as planned in 2021, the SOA’s Board Committees were none the less very
active.
The Board had seven active committees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Board Orientation Committee
The Governance Committee
The Grant Application Committee
The Nomination Committee
The Programming Committee
The Awards Committee
The President/Vice-President/ED Touchpoint Committee

The SOA Board committees completed various projects and management goals such as streamlining
governance documents, revamping grant application documents, exploring new directions for SOA
programming, and continuously keeping the chain of communication open.
As a highlight in 2021, the Board Orientation Committee held its first board orientation seminar. With a
goal of producing materials that simplified the on-boarding process and provided a review to returning
board members, a detailed presentation was reviewed and further added to the SOA Board Library as a
reference document.
The Grant Application Committee also broke new ground by working together with the Executive Director
to re-vamp and simplify the grant application process, supporting the transition from paper applications to
online forms. In its inaugural year, the online application process ran smoothly.

Board Professional Development
The SOA Board participated in online diversity training through The Canadian Diversity Initiative.
Following positive feedback, this same training was offered for free to all SOA members, and was added
to the SOA Member Library for future registrants.
If you would like more information about The Canadian Diversity Initiative and the online courses they
offer, please visit: candiversity.com.

The Golden Age of Mandolin Rock Stars
By Susan McLaughlin
President, Regina Mandolin Orchestra & President, Classical Mandolin Society of America
In the 1910s, the mandolin was in its Golden Age. Most American cities had at least one
ensemble, and if you owned a radio set you could hear their performances nightly. This is likely
how two young Regina girls, Grace Newman and Dorothy Fletcher, fell in love with the sound.
In 1920, at the age of 22, Grace Newman quit her stenographer’s job in Regina and traveled to
Kalamazoo, Michigan to spend a year studying mandolin, banjo, and guitar with the fleet of
instructors associated with Orville Gibson and his revolutionary instrument factory, including the
legendary Lloyd Loar and James H. Johnstone. While there, she performed, improved her
classical technical skills, learned
how to teach, accessed hard to
find mandolin music, and learned
the business aspect of managing
an ensemble. She was also
exposed to some of the most
progressive jazz players of the
time. Grace returned to Regina as
an official Canadian sales
representative of the Gibson
company. She began teaching
mandolin and banjo privately
through the Regina College
Conservatory of Music. By 1921,
Grace had organized her first
plectrum ensemble, the Regina
Mandolin Club. In keeping with
her training, this group
incorporated the full range of
plectrum instruments popular at
that time: mandolin, mandola,
mandocello, guitar and banjo, with
piano accompaniment.
One of the first Club members was
Dorothy Fletcher, not yet 21 years
old, who was already organizing
and playing mandolin in a mixed instrument ensemble of her own, the
Merry Makers Orchestra, that focused on hit songs from radio, as
well as old-time standards. A popular element at performances was a
mandolin - guitar duet featuring Dorothy and another band member.

Regina’s Grace Newman
Mandolin Club in 1926. Miss
Grace Newman, director, fourth
from the left. Photo courtesy of
the Provincial Archives of
Saskatchewan.

Meanwhile, after 2 years with the Club, Grace traveled to Los
Angeles in 1923 to study mandolin and guitar with international
mandolin and mandocello artist, Zahr Myron Bickford and his guitarist
wife. Back in Regina, she formed the Grace Newman Mandolin Club. As with her first ensemble
the group performed an entertaining blend of “salon” music: marches, waltzes, two-steps, galops
and occasional ballads.
Both Grace and Dorothy and their groups gave regular North America-wide concerts on CKCK
and CNRR. Listeners “applauded” live with telephone calls or telegrams. Encores were
frequently demanded by listeners, and in one instance, the Grace Newman Mandolin Club
repeated their entire program as an encore!

Reporting after a 1925 concert, a Regina Leader Post reporter said: “Pierrot must have been green
with envy last night, if he tuned in on CNRR and heard the Grace Newman Mandolin Club, Regina,
broadcasting a concert, for the plectrum artists at their best and provided a brilliant program. There is
a subtle and pervading atmosphere about the mandolin, and its range encompasses the gamut of
musical expression from wistful love songs to rousing martial airs.”
Grace and Dorothy’s groups were in demand across Regina society, playing at public and private
functions, churches, holiday events, fundraisers for benevolent organizations, drama productions,
conventions, visits by foreign dignitaries and even for inmates at the Regina jail. The Grace Newman
Club headlined a benefit concert for Holy Rosary Cathedral, held at the Capitol, Regina’s largest
theatre, for 900 people.
Over many years, Grace had many mandolin, guitar and banjo students, both children and adults, and
she featured them in her community performances.
In 1925, Dorothy started the Queen City Mandolin Club, dedicated to mandolins plus guitar. The
following year, Grace and her club were featured on the front cover of Crescendo, an internationally
read magazine for plucked string enthusiasts. A few months later, Dorothy’s Queen City club was also
front page of Crescendo. Grace and Dorothy had become rock stars of early Regina, with international
reputations!
Stardom was not to last.
Very shortly after this,
Dorothy Fletcher married,
and moved to Vancouver.
Her fellow mandolinists
transferred to Grace’s
group. Grace continued to
be extremely active in the
Regina music scene until
the mid-1930s, when her
employment with the
Regina Exhibition
Association became too
demanding. The loss of this
remarkable star power also
reflected the decline of the
mandolin’s Golden Age,
and the rise of the Jazz
Age.

The Queen City Mandolin Club in
1925. Miss Dorothy Fletcher
second from the right. Photo
courtesy of the Fletcher Family.

While acknowledging the
role of mandolin in the folk
orchestras of early Regina’s immigrant communities, it would not be
until Gary Robertson formed the Regina Mandolin Orchestra in 1988
that a similar mandolin orchestra would rise again. The RMO
performers of today don’t claim star status, but after 33 years of
making music, we’ve now been in existence longer than the Golden
Age clubs that we look back to with pride and inspiration.

For more information on Regina’s early plectrum clubs, or to request a longer
presentation, contact Susan McLaughlin (carpe_plectrum@sasktel.net). In a future
season, the Regina Mandolin Orchestra will be treating local audiences to a full
program of music as it would have been played by Regina’s plectrum clubs of the
1920s.

Adjudicated
Project Grants
2021 Project Grants
The Saskatchewan Orchestral Association Project Grant program supports special
or yearly projects undertaken by SOA member groups or organizations that further
SOA objectives and identified priorities, including youth programs, education programs and high-quality orchestral programs.

Total Project Grants Allocated:

25,567

Initially, 38,447 was allocated for Project Grants. Due to the effects of COVID-19, many
programs did not run as anticipated.
The surplus this created allowed the SOA to develop emergency funding for member
groups who experienced unexpected expenses during the COVID-19 Pandemic. A new fund
was also developed to support new member programs and sponsorships that will further
the goals of the SOA.

Project Grant Allocations
Battlefords Community Youth Strings: Annual Project
Cecilian Chamber Series: Masterclass
Conservatory of Performing Arts: Strings Education
Per Sonatori: Online Workhop Series
Prairie Cello Institute - Summer Intensive
Regina Community Orchestra
Regina Symphony Orchestra: Link Up 2021 Audio/video Project
Saskatoon Fiddle Orchestra: Virtual Concerts
Saskatoon Suzuki Strings: workshop
Saskatoon Suzuki Program: School Tours

2,880
600
1,200
560
3,520
1,120
4,480
1,532
835
7,840

New Surplus Projects and Emergency Funding
Conservatory of Performing Arts: Intro to New Programs
Saskatoon Suzuki Strings: Video Project
*New Program: SOA Fiddle Resource Project
*New Program/Member: Community Arts Mentorship Program
*New Member Project: Latinos en Regina Association

1130
500
3350
11,800
1,580

Regina Mandolin Orchestra: Recovery
Saskatoon Suzuki String Program: Recovery
Poltava Ensemble: Recovery

612
3730
3419

Project Grant Assessment
The Saskatchewan Orchestral Association uses an arms-length adjudication process for its annual
intake of project grant applications. Each November, grant applications are reviewed by a peer review
committee made up of professionals in the orchestral field. The following pages are the biographies of
the 2021 (November 2020 deadline) Grant Peer Review Committee, each bringing unique talents and
experience to our organization. Biographies of the 2021 assessors follow.

Sylvia Shadick-Taylor

Classical pianist Sylvia Shadick-Taylor
approaches music from many angles. As both a
soloist and a chamber musician, her emotionallycharged performances have been enjoyed
throughout Canada and the USA, as well as in
Europe and Asia. As a teacher, she has a large
studio of students, many of whom receive
special recognition in music festivals and
examinations. Her love of teaching also carries
into frequent work as a clinician and adjudicator
throughout Canada.
Sylvia’s main musical passion is the exploration
and promotion of works by Canadian
composers. This passion was recognized by the
Canadian Music Centre when they honoured her
with the title, Ambassador of Canadian Music, in
2009. Sylvia’s fifth CD, Expressions
Expressions,, was
nominated for the Edmonton Music Prize in
2015 and is a sampling of works by composers associated with New Music
Edmonton. Her subsequent CD, Piano NorthWest featuring music of the Winnipeg
composer William Pura, is being released on the prestigious CentreDiscs Label in
2015. Through recordings and concerts, Sylvia hopes to bring wider attention to the
rich creative skills of Canadian composers.
Over the past three decades, Sylvia has truly been immersed in the Edmonton
classical music scene. She has been involved with the University of Alberta, Edmonton
Opera Association, the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, Pro Coro Canada, New
Edmonton Wind Sinfonia, Cosmopolitan Music Society and the Contemporary
Showcase Young Composers Program and Music Festival. Summing up Sylvia’s
contribution to Edmonton, John Charles of the Edmonton Sun once said, “pianists
…such as Sylvia Shadick-Taylor…who shine and inspire, especially in contemporary
music…help make Edmonton a city of cultural champions.”
Sylvia has not abandoned her roots playing in youth and chamber orchestras and
string quartets and continues to play violin in Orchestra Borealis, an advanced
community orchestra in Edmonton.

Dr. Karen Gustafson

Dr. Karen Gustafson, a native of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, is currently residing in Red Deer, Alberta.
She has taught at Red Deer College
where she conducted the Symphonic Winds, taught
Trumpet, Winds Master Class, Chamber Music, and The
Business of Music.
Dr. Gustafson retired as Associate Professor of Music at
the University of Alaska Fairbanks in 2016. There she was
director of the Wind Symphony and Trumpet Studio,
Brass Ensembles,
and taught Women in Music. She has been a Trumpet
and Conductor artist and
clinician across the USA and Canada as well as in Asia
and Australia. Dr.
Gustafson is in demand as a clinician and guest
conductor across
Western Canada with groups of varied skill level, from
beginner to college and is on faculty at MusicFest,
Canada’s National Music Festival. On trumpet she has performed from Italy to
Malaysia to Australia and across
the Americas as a trumpet soloist and with the Borealis Brass as well as an
orchestral and chamber musician. Currently she performs with the Central Alberta
Chamber Players and regularly performs in ensembles in the area such as the
Red Deer Symphony, Rocky Mountain Symphony, and Altius Brass. Other
performance credits include performing at the International Alliance of
Women in Music, the Bach Chamber Players of St. Paul (Minnesota), and the
Minnesota Orchestra. Dr. Gustafson has also performed and/or presented
clinics at the Alberta Music Educators Conference, UNESCO World Forum on
Music (Los Angeles), the International Women's Brass Conference, and the
International Trumpet Guild Conference. Recently released are albums
"Pacific Crossings" (2017) and the Borealis Brass "Roman Holidays" (2010.)
In July 2019 she performed at the International Trumpet Guild Conference in
Miami, Florida presenting new works from the Estonian Trumpet Literature.
Dr. Gustafson holds a Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the University of
Minnesota, a Master of Music degree from Northwestern University (Illinois,) a
Bachelor of Music degree from the University of Victoria (B.C.), and a diploma in
Orchestra Performance from The Royal Conservatory-Toronto.

Stewart Smith

Stewart Smith was born in Yorkton,
Saskatchewan and holds degrees from
the University of Saskatchewan and
Northwestern University. In 2017 he
retired from teaching instrumental
music at St. John’s-Ravenscourt School
in Winnipeg. He is currently a Sessional
Instructor of Euphonium in the Marcel
Desautels Faculty of Music at the
University of Manitoba, a position he
has held since 1997. His principal
instruments are euphonium and
trombone and his performing
experience includes two seasons as a trombonist with the Saskatoon Symphony
Orchestra, the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, the Winnipeg Jazz Orchestra, and the
Winnipeg Wind Ensemble, to name a few. He is currently Principal Trombone and
Personnel Manager of the Mennonite Community Orchestra. Stewart has composed
and arranged music in a variety of instrumental mediums, having received
commissions for groups ranging from junior high to university level. Most recently, he
has conducted original works and arrangements for the Winnipeg Brass Collective, the
Manitoba Trombone Collective and the Winnipeg Wind Ensemble. Mr. Smith has
remains active as a low brass teacher and clinician. He has also adjudicated at music
festivals in Saskatchewan and Manitoba and served on the faculties of numerous band
camps in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, as well as the International Music Camp, and
the Melville Jazz Retreat.
Along with Allan Molnar, Stewart is a co-founder and co-artistic director of The ALIVE
Project (Accessible Live Internet Video Education). With the use of readily available
technology, the ALIVE Project has successfully linked professional musicians,
educators, and students by providing outstanding distance learning opportunities on
four continents. ALIVE Project participants have worked with musicians from the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, New York Philharmonic and Boston Symphony: alumni
of the Count Basie Orchestra and Stan Kenton Orchestra: Pulitzer Prize-winning
composer John Corigliano: renowned wind band conductors H. Robert Reynolds and
Allan MacMurray: jazz artists Clark Terry, Bobby Shew, Frank Foster and Dan Haerle:
and faculty from some of the top music schools in North America including the
University of North Texas, Northwestern University, Indiana University, and the
Manhattan School of Music, as well as institutions in Sweden, Germany, Norway, and
Australia. Mr. Smith has presented workshops dealing with distance learning at a
number of national and international conferences in Canada and the United States (in
person) and in Europe and Australia (via the Internet).

Prairie Cello Institute Site Visit
By Marshall Whelan, Vice President, SOA
Regina's Prairie Cello Institute occurred in the third week of August. As the group's
SOA liaison, I arranged with Director Simon Fryer for a tour of the proceedings on
the Friday, as the various ensemble groups prepared for the evening's week-ending
finale. Held in a downtown core church, Simon and his chief administrator Katherine
Gannon gave me a full-length tour and explanation of the week's activities.
Simon began by stating that the intention of Prairie Cello was to provide both a
complementary bookend to the summer and to act as a Fall start up for cello
students. The first 'bookend' occurs in early July with a full string workshop called
the Regina Summer Strings. That week- long event, also coordinated by Simon,
formally ends the lesson season, and encourages string players to keep practising
during the summer months.
The impact of the pandemic and how to safely proceed was obvious. To begin with,
it was decided to not hold the sister event, Prairie Bass, as it needs a wider Canadian
complement to satisfy enrolment quotas. Inter-provincial travel restrictions made it
just too risky. Simon said he planned to reintroduce Prairie Bass as soon as it was
feasible. I was very impressed with the steps of the volunteer medical personnel on
site ensuring that all protocols, especially nutrition breaks, would be strictly and
safely adhered to.
The enthusiastic students ranged from very the young to mature adults. Simon
explained that the decision to proceed with caution had been resolved by
transforming the institute's format into ensemble groups only, based on age and
appropriate abilities. In all, there were 5 cello instructors, including guests from
Saskatoon, Winnipeg, and Medicine Hat. Ancillary theory classes were held daily,
and to complete the week-long event, a professional luthier from Calgary was
available to provide adjustments and repairs of all kinds to participants and nonparticipants alike. He and his assistant appeared to be quite busy.
The highlight was the evening concert. SOA President Adrian Casas-Lupercio and I
enjoyed all the ensembles in what was a truly great concert. The Grand Finale
featured all the students and instructors playing Lady Gaga's Bad Romance. Here,
enthusiastic playing from all ages demonstrated the group's total enjoyment. The
audience erupted in wild applause. Kudos to Simon and Katherine, and to all the
staff for a super(b) Prairie Cello Institute 2021 while adapting to trying
circumstances.

Operating
Grants
2021Operating Grants

The Saskatchewan Orchestral Association Operating Grant
program supports the operations of SOA member groups that
are incorporated as not- for-profit organizations and which
meet the program eligibility criteria. 'A' grants are allocated to
groups which collect and remit SOA memberships for all
participants. 'B' grants are allocated to groups that carry a
single group membership in the SOA.
Many of our programs did not run as expected in 2020, which
resulted with some member groups not requiring funding. This
created a surplus, which allowed the SOA to develop an
emergency fund for member groups who experienced
unexpected expenses. It also provided support for new
member programs and sponsorships.

Total Operating Grants Allocated:
28,381
*Initially, 35,872 was allocated for Operating Grants. Due to the effects
of COVID-19, many programs did not run as anticipated.

Operating A Grants
Poltava Ensemble
Prince Albert Strings Orchestra
Regina Community Orchestra
Regina Mandolin Orchestra
Saskatoon Philharmonic Orchestra
Saskatoon Suzuki String Program
South Sask Youth Orchestra
Tisdale & District Strings

2,495.00
1,223.00
2,789.00
3,524.00
4,014.00
4,994.00
3,671.00
3,671.00

Operating B Grants
Concertino Regina
Conservatory of Performing Arts
Per Sonatori
Saskatoon Fiddle Orchestra

500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00

Professional
Development
Member Professional Development Funding

Professional development funding supports individuals participating in training
activity for SOA members who are Saskatchewan residents. Eligible activities
include projects designed to improve a person’s ability as a teacher of music and
which have the potential to enhance the applicant’s musical development such as
a workshop or university class. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, many opportunities
were cancelled this year.

Total Professional Development Funding Allocated: 3,000
2021 Recipient: Marie-Véronique Bourque

Scholarships
Through its program of Saskatchewan Music Festival Scholarships, the SOA
provides cash awards to adjudicator-selected competitors in the string instrument
classes of nine rural music festivals ( the Battlefords, Humboldt, Melfort, Moose
Jaw, Nipawin, Quill Plains region, Prince Albert, Swift Current, and Yorkton). Due
to COVID-19, only a portion of Music Festivals ran in 2020.

Total Scholarship Funding Allocated:

1,900

Congratulations to the following scholarship recipients
Susanna Reed
Mary Corcoran
Michael Corcoran
Samuel Petersen
Pascal Marchildon
Hudson Nickel
Rhesa Petersen
Colton Schmidtt
Abigail Summach
Jack MacKinnon
Dmitri Masich
Keegan Isaac
Alison Summach
Jennifer Summach
Will Heavin
Keely Hadwen
Rhesa Petersen

250.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
200.00
50.00
75.00
75.00
150.00
150.00

The SOA Professional Development Grant provided
me an opportunity to learn technical skills that are
unavailable in Canada. I’m grateful to the SOA for
supporting me with training in my primary
language. Learning in French allowed me to better
understand technicalities.
Being able to participate in advanced flute technical
training will allow me to easily identify problems
with any given flute and repair it at low cost. This
will benefit participants of flute clinics and band
camps, as I will be able to fix issues on the spot or
work on them at night and get the flute back in
shape for the next day.
Students will benefit from the training I will take as I
will be able to better teach them how to better
maintain their flutes in good order to improve their
success.
As a member of the Regina Symphony Orchestra, my colleagues and I spend
a lot of time and money shipping our flutes to other centres for repair.
In Saskatchewan, there is only one other musician who has advanced
training in flute repair. Working out of a busy office in Saskatoon, it is difficult to arrange a repair on a schedule that
works for everyone. While there are some music stores that can provide maintenance services, having this level of
expertise specific to the flute will benefit Saskatchewan musicians.
As professional flute players, we have been discussing for years the need to have more than one competent flute
repair person in Saskatchewan. This will benefit the entire flute community, in Regina, but also eventually the
Saskatchewan flute community as I gain more and more expertise.

Professional
Development
Marie-Véronique Bourque
Maintenance avancée des flûtes
traversières
Le Mans, France

“Pas simple la

maintenance et réparation
de flûtes traversières!
C’est tout un art en soi.
Grâce au stage suivi à
l’Institut Technologique
Européen des Métiers de
la Musique et à la bourse
offerte par le
Saskatchewan Orchestral
Association, j’ai pu
développer mes
connaissances dans ce
domaine au cours de la
dernière semaine. Il ne
reste plus qu’à pratiquer,
pratiquer et pratiquer afin
de perfectionner les
acquis.“

Translation: Flute maintenance and repair is not simple! This is art in itself. Thanks to an
internship at the European Institute of Music and the Saskatchewan Orchestral Association
scholarship, I have been able to expand my knowledge in this field over the past week.
Now only practice, practice, and practice will allow me to bring perfection to the
techniques learned.

Programs
The Firebird North Sistema Music Project was able to return to full operations in September of 2021,
with much joy! Our program operated Monday to Friday, from 3:00 - 5:00. Our program has largely
maintained our original schedule, with the exception of replacing choir with percussion.
The participants have a daily snack, following which they have 50 minutes of yoga practice, or dance
lessons. Following this they have 50 minutes of orchestra, or percussion. Our Friday program has
evolved into a fun-Friday format, and every week we perform for each other. Early in the fall we
performed for the participants’ homeroom teachers, the school daycare, and the school administration.
Numbers were lower than expected this year. We attribute this to anxiety in families regarding COVID
spread, and a transient population in the school where we operate. This program operates at King
George Public School. The facility, located in an under-served neighborhood of Prince Albert, is donated
for use by the Sask River Public School Division. At this time we have nine regular participants who have
formed a strong bond of camaraderie and teamwork. There is a positive vibe in the Firebird space.
COVID protocols remained in place, and continue to be practiced to this day. We have also followed
the protocols of the school division. Because of this, there were significant interruptions to regular
attendance in November, December, and
January, as there were frequent COVID
cases in classrooms, and isolation
requirements.
Due to COVID restrictions, a public
winter concert was not possible. Instead, our participants prepared four videos - two of string
performances, one dance performance, and one video relating to yoga instruction. In this way we were
able to demonstrate the learning that took place in the daily program, and families and supporters were
able to see the growth that has taken place.

Firebird North Sistema Project

The overarching goal of this program is to bring positive social change to neighborhoods in Prince Albert
by engaging children and youth through music, movement, and community-building. At Firebird North
we have found our children are making gains in confidence, concentration, focus, communications skills,
presence, pride, impulse control, identity and outgoingness. Children are also making gains in making
friends, general behavior, responsibility, teamwork,
conflict resolution, and decision-making.
After surveying our participants we learned that:
•
•
•
•
•

They feel more brave playing the violin, singing, or
dancing than they did before they joined the
Firebird program.
They feel more calm and have more self-control than
they did before they were in the Firebird program.
They feel safe at the program.
They like the other kids in the program.
The other kids in the program like them.

Many school staff commented that the program
provides students with additional engagement
opportunities and promotes community building within
the school community.
The program has enhanced attendance and we see some leadership coming from these students
Firebird has definitely had a positive impact on students. They have more positive attitudes when
working in the classroom. They are also the students who are most likely to stick with things. It is such a
great program…and it teaches more than just music. My students are excited to tell me about all they
do. Best of all, surveyed parents believe their child is more confident and happy. We have seen the
results for ourselves. Our participants care about each other, and feel good about their
accomplishments.
Kathleen Clarke
Co-founder & Coordinator

The 2021 edition of Regina Summer Strings
(RSS) ran from Monday July 5th to Saturday
July 10th at Trinity Evangelical Lutheran
Church, in the heart of Regina’s Heritage
neighbourhood. With in-person activities shut
down, RSS was forced to find an alternate
space to run the 2021 version of our program.
We were fortunate to find a superb partner in
Trinity Evangelical Lutheran who welcomed us
warmly into their space. RSS strove to be good
neighbours to the Heritage community. Over
the week, students and faculty were
encouraged to bring in a variety of food items
to donate, and on Thursday all participants
delivered the contributions and fully re-stocked
the community fridge and pantry.
This year’s incarnation of the program reflected
many of the challenges that all performing and
educational groups have been grappling with
coming through the COVID-19 pandemic, but with the dedication of our enthusiastic group of teachers,
students, and parents, we were able to continue to build on RSS’s tradition of intensive learning in a
supportive and inclusive environment. Musically, this year RSS continued its tradition of developing
participants in all aspects of string playing and musicianship; solo, chamber music, and large ensemble
playing were all well-represented in intensive work with resident and guest Faculty. Our violin students
played in solo masterclasses for our resident faculty members Jonathan Ward and HengHan Hou, and in
a scale and technique class with Christian Robinson. Cellists worked in solo masterclasses and warm-up
classes with faculty Simon Fryer, and guests Joel
MacDonald and Alyssa Ramsay. Violinists all
participated in a violin ensemble each morning,
where ensemble repertoire was studied in-depth
under the mentorship of our Resident Faculty who performed in the ensemble and coached students
closely in real-time during rehearsals. A new component for this year was a structured listening
component called “My Playlist”, where faculty were asked to select a playlist of music that was significant
to them and discuss it, followed by listening to the piece they had selected. Through this, students were
introduced to a wide variety of music and performers they may have not encountered before, such as
Bach Violin Sonatas played on piccolo cello by Anner Bylsma, late-Beethoven String Quartets performed
by the Danish String Quartet, and Bruckner Symphonies. Many students had their first exposure to
contemporary music through this as well, listening to selections by Iannis Xenakis and R. Murray Schafer.
Participants also had a “Wellness for Young Musicians” seminar presented by Karley Parovsky, which
addressed all manner of performance-related issues including physical care and mental well-being for
performers. Students had 2 sessions of theory classes with instructor Katie Gannon, which culminated in
a rousing game of Musical Jeopardy! that was met with great enthusiasm from the participants (and
great amusement from our faculty).

Regina Summer Strings

Without a doubt, this was a Regina Summer Strings unlike any other. We were extremely concerned that
a 2021 edition might not be possible. However, with the provincial re-opening plan for this summer, RSS
was able to operate under the Stage 2 guidelines in consultation with SHA. All students were given
COVID-19 self- assessment forms that needed to be approved every day, along with mandatory masks
and temperature checks at registration each morning. Every effort was made to ensure that distancing
recommendations were observed in ensembles and solo classes, and for the audience at our final concert
on Saturday morning.
Our week together ended with our annual Regina Summer Strings On Stage concert, which featured all
of our chamber music and large ensemble groups. Our students performed a huge range of music from
Telemann to the theme from the hit HBO show Game of Thrones and much in between. The successful
week concluded with an ice cream reception on the church grounds. We look forward to the postpandemic 2022 iteration of Regina Summer Strings, and tremendously appreciate the continued vital
support from the SOA in our endeavours.
Christian Robinson & Simon Fryer
Co-Directors, Regina Summer Strings

The 2021 Saskatchewan
Orchestral Association’s
International Online
Saito Conducting
Workshop was truly
international with
participants from
Australia, Brazil,
England, Korea, Malta,
the USA and Canada.
The participants were a
distinguished group of
performers and
academics, three
of whom have a
doctorate in music.

The SOA
International
Conducting
Workshop

In 2021, a special and very detailed curriculum that included 42
pieces of music was developed to accommodate online learning.
The music was provided as part of the fee and uploaded to
Dropbox a month before the workshop began.
During the workshop, participants were observed on several
monitors as they worked to learn the gestures and the chat
function on Zoom was constantly monitored for participant
questions.

Participants conducted pianists and a string orchestra made up of
local professionals who benefited from the opportunity to earn some
money during a time when no other work existed. Much of the workshop budget went to pay the musicians.
The course required extensive technical support so that it could be offered successfully online. The
sessions were recorded for the personal use of the participants and the course was viewed using Zoom
and open broadcasting software. The result gave the broadcast and recordings a professional appearance.
The workshop is based on the teachings of Hideo Saito whose textbook was published in 1949. In 1988,
Wayne Toews completed edits for the English version of the textbook that was published that year in
Tokyo.
The Saito method is based on Prof. Saito’s analysis of the conducting gestures used by European
conductors during the time he studied in Germany and later when he was principal cellist of the NHK
Symphony Orchestra. He discovered that the key to clear and artistic conducting lies in control of the
acceleration and deceleration of gestures. Training of the brachioradialis muscle gives conductors
exceptional control of movement while not causing strain or injury to their arms.
Wayne Toews studied the method at several workshops in Canada and then in 1983 travelled to Tokyo for
study with Prof. Morihiro Okabe. Prof. Okabe came to Saskatoon in 2006 and 2007 to teach at the
workshops. This was the fifteenth workshop organized in Saskatoon since 2006. Workshops in the method
have also taken place at several universities and conservatories in Canada and the USA and for Núcleos
Estaduais de Orquestras Juvenis e Infantis da Bahia in Brazil. Students from Australia, England, Africa,
Brazil, China and many locations in North America have come to Saskatoon to study the method.
We all missed the opportunity to be together, to celebrate the accomplishments of the participants in a
recital and to create long-lasting relationships as we did in previous workshops. In addition to sharing
Saito’s ideas worldwide, creating opportunities for local musicians, and further establishing the SOA as a
first-rate supporter of musicians, the conductors and instrumentalists developed an even greater
appreciation for the ways that the SOA benefits our communities. We look forward to enjoying live
conducting workshops in the future.

Partnering to
Develop Northern
String Programs
The SOA is part of a network of eligible cultural organizations. Under the umbrella of SaskCulture, we are
provided opportunities to network and create a philosophy of partnership that not only creates efficiencies,
but provides expertise that smaller, individual programs may not otherwise have access to. Similarly, the SOA
focusses on partnering with other organizations where together, taking advantage of each otherʼs strengths,
common goals can be achieved.
The SOA, in consultation with members of Saskatchewanʼs fiddle community, determined a need in the
province to provide an increase in available fiddle programs, especially in Saskatchewanʼs North. As a first
step, we concluded that an increased inventory of qualified fiddle instructors was necessary to create stable
and self-sustaining programs in under-served communities.
Through this consultation the SOA was able to determine a direction towards supporting the development of
northern fiddle programs. This took place in various ways.
Through an initial Musician in Residence grant, Saskatchewan artist, Eliza Doyle was able to evaluate the
resources and needs of multiple northern communities.
Founded by Ms. Doyle, and one of SOAʼs newest members, the Community Arts Mentorship Programʼs
mandate is to bring sustainable music programs to Saskatchewanʼs North by providing culturally relevant
mentorship. With the support of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band and the SOA, CAMP started its first session in
November 2021.
A mentorship program like this has never been offered before in La Ronge for fiddling and is a tremendous
asset and opportunity for not only the town of La Ronge, but surrounding communities that the menteeʼs
teach in as well. A mentorship program as such offers an excellent opportunity to further engage community
members through having equitable access to music instruction.
The La Ronge mentorship program is
designed to be used as a steppingstone to
involve other existing community
organizations and string programs, SOA and
non-SOA alike.
There are many benefits to this method of
programming. Not only has CAMP reached
students through the school programming
while the instructor and mentees are there,
but it also has a snowball effect engaging
the entirety of the surrounding tricommunity of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band,
Air Ronge, and La Ronge. This affects a
diverse range of indigenous and nonindigenous communities alike. It offers an
excellent opportunity to further engage
community members through having
equitable access to music instruction like
other large centers in the south of the
province.
The anticipated impact of this project is threefold. Returning fiddle instructors worked with the surrounding
communities of La Ronge and can meet the needs outlined by the communities and help ensure the
continuity of current music programs in which several hundred students are involved. By having strong
teachers, educated in how to effectively teach traditional fiddle, we can ensure that these students get the
education they deserve, and are set-up for any future post-secondary or musical careers when they graduate.
Secondly, we hope to inspire students to become future music educators themselves.

By experiencing culturally relevant instructors who return to the community frequently, the program can build
lasting relationships and show these students that music is a very viable career option, and not only simply a
hobby. Lastly, it has a long-term impact that we can never truly measure. The experience of each student and
how music affects them personally is a creative outlet and a means of expression. This will inevitably help
them through tough times, and help them build a network of like-minded friends and family in the musical
community whom they trust and can reach out to for guidance and support, no matter the subject.
The SOA is proud to be a supporter of this mentorship program and has offered supplementary materials to
fiddle teacher trainees.
Roxanna Sabir is a well-known Canadian fiddle artist. She was classically trained on the violin but gained a
love for fiddle music that was shared throughout her family. The Sabir sisters have entertained audiences and
educated fiddle students Canada wide.
In late 2021, the SOA started offering online fiddle teacher training through Ms. Sabirʼs Model Fiddler Teacher
Training Course. This program, free to SOA members, offers an online video interface with supplemental
teacher materials. SOA members can further take advantage of this training through a professional
development application that will provide real-time instruction with Roxanna.
Along with the teacher training modules, the SOA has made available teacher training fiddle books authored
by Shamma Sabir. The training books complement the online modules and serve as a teacher guide for fiddle
instructors. With the program having a late roll-out in 2021, the SOA is well positioned to support future
instructors and continuing our relationship with Saskatchewanʼs fiddle community.

New SOA Member
Mariachi Latinos en Regina Association

In 2021 the SOA welcomed the Latinos en Regina Association, which is a newly formed group celebrating
the Latinx culture through mariachi music. This is the first mariachi band in Saskatchewan. Ana Alapizco,
the organizationʼs president, told us they started their nonprofit association with the goal of supporting the
Latinx community, thereby promoting their culture and keeping their identity as immigrants. It is important
to the group that new generations respect and treasure their multicultural history, values, colours, food and
music.
Mariachi dates back to the 19th century with European immigrants bringing influences such as polkas and
French Waltzes. Using a variety of instruments, including violin, vihuela, guitarron, guitar, flute, trumpet,
and vocals, the group looks forward to bringing that heritage to Saskatchewan. To learn more about this
group, please visit: https://www.facebook.com/Latinos-en-Regina-Mariachi-Band-103683332110201/

To learn more about our SOA Member
Groups, please visit:
saskorchestras.com/home/membership

Member
Resources
Our new webpage is designed to serve our membership as a one-stop shop.
Members can now access funding information and grant application forms, can
easily contact the SOA or its member groups, and can access a library of
information specifically for all members including professional development
opportunities.

Member Web-based Professional Development
The SOA funded diversity training through the Canadian Diversity Initiative. Free
training modules were offered to the membership in late 2021, with a limited
number of spots available for future registrants.

Fiddle Teacher Training
With the advent of a new relationship between the SOA and the Community
Arts Mentorship Program, and a working relationship with members of the
Saskatchewan fiddle community, the SOA supported fiddle teacher training in
2021. The SOA member library supplemented this by entering into an
agreement with Roxanna Sabir and the Model Fiddler Program. This program
supports string players who are stepping into leadership and teaching positions,
fulfilling the demand for fiddle instruction.
This training was included as part of the SOA Membership Library in 2021 with
eight modules and supplementary materials available to members and will
continue to be available through 2023.
To complement the Model Fiddler Program, the SOA purchased hard copy
books written by Shamma Sabir. “Once Upon a String Fiddle Fundamentals”
and “Once Upon a String Fiddle Method” pair nicely with the Model Fiddler
Program.
Through the member library, fiddle teaching trainees were also offered the
opportunity to apply for professional development grants to fund eight one-onone sessions with Roxanna Sabir, an opportunity that extends beyond 2021.

For access to the member library, please contact Elaine at ed@saskorchestras.com

The Saskatchewan Orchestral
Association and all its members
are grateful for the financial
assistance given to help them
implement the programming they
create to better the orchestral
community throughout the
province.
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